Effect of grid geometry on the transmission properties of 2D grids for flat detectors in CBCT.
To suppress scatter in cone beam computed tomography (CBCT), two-dimensional antiscatter grids (2D grid) have been recently proposed. In this work, we developed several grid prototypes with higher grid ratios and smaller grid pitches than previous designs, and quantified their primary and scatter transmission properties in the context of CBCT for radiation therapy. Three focused 2D grid prototypes were developed with grid ratios at 12 and 16, and grid pitches at 2 and 3 mm. Their scatter transmission properties were measured between 80-140 kVp, and benchmarked against a high performance radiographic grid (1D grid) using a Varian TrueBeam CBCT system. The effect of source-grid misalignment on the primary transmission and the improvement in contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) were also evaluated. Changing the grid pitch from two to three mm increased the average primary transmission from 84% to 89%. Maximum scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) with grid ratio of 12 was 0.3, and increasing the grid ratio to 16 reduced SPR by 30%. A 10 mm misalignment in 2D grid position led to a 6%-8% reduction in average primary transmission, and reduction was more pronounced for the higher grid ratio. 2D grids provided up to factor of seven lower SPR and 21% better primary transmission than the 1D grid, and their scatter transmission exhibited lower energy dependence. While 2D grids provided up to factor of 2.3 higher CNR improvement, a significant variation in CNR improvement was not observed among different grid pitch and ratios. In summary, grid ratio of 16 and grid pitch of 2 mm can keep SPRs below 0.2 even in high scatter conditions, while keeping primary transmission fractions above 80%, key benefits of the investigated 2D grids in improving image quality of CBCT. However, such grids require precise alignment in source-grid geometry during CBCT acquisitions. This study also implies that 2D grids can provide substantially better scatter suppression and primary transmission than high-performance 1D grids currently available.